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Solution

Update: 

Dynamic deformable tactile
flooring. 

Based on the concept using air
pressure to create projections of
different patterns on the
flooring/Rugs

Flooring(Vinyl, linoleum,Cork
leather), Carpets and Rugs which
have inflatable patterns... 

 

Two types of possibilities are
there.. 

a) Static tactile carpets. Design
inflated by using hand held pumps
or vacuum cleaner with special
adpater nozzle and closing the
carpet nozzle. So we can have a flat
carpet as well as a tactile pattern
one : Two in one carpets!

b) Dynamic inflation and deflation
will be done by using pumps based
on the pumps used in hospitals for
compression pressure on hands,

http://www.jovoto.com/projects/parador/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/parador/ideas/23089
https://uploads1.jovo.to/idea_attachments/523101/dynamic_bigger.jpg?1448161583
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How does your idea solve the problem?

By using air pressure to raise patterns in flooring. This can be done using various pumps
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Which materials are you using and why?

Cork fabric/cork leather , Vinyl , linoleum , felt , faux leather etc.
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Which aesthetic does your idea follow?

Contemporary and modern
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What is the benefit of your idea for the target group?

Three different looks and sensations with an added health benefit
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Which problem does your idea solve?

Three in one carpets or flooring. Can be flat flooring as well as tactile flooring as well as Dynamic
motion flooring
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 ID: 23089. Last updated: 19.06.2012  

Creative's profile

szach
szach
Founder & Creative Director

Creative's top 5 skills

Interior Design

Collaborators

Elina
architect
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